
Grand Bauhinia Medal (GBM) 
 

 

The Honourable LAM Kin-fung, Jeffrey, GBS, JP 

 

Hon LAM is awarded GBM in recognition of his outstanding public service 

and dedication to promotion of trade and industry in Hong Kong over the 

years.  He is a Non-official Member of the Executive Council and a Member 

of the Legislative Council, and has taken up a leading role in a number of 

Hong Kong’s most representative industrial and trade organisations.  Being a 

visionary leader, Hon LAM has put forward constructive proposals and advice 

to the Government in promoting sustainable development of Hong Kong’s 

economy, as well as seizing the opportunities brought about by the opening-

up of the Mainland market and the Belt and Road Initiative.  In addition,     

Hon LAM has participated actively in a wide spectrum of advisory and 

statutory bodies on different issues, including finance, science and technology, 

transport, education and manpower training, contributing tremendously to the 

community. 

 

Professor POON Chung-kwong, GBS, JP 

 

Professor POON has been dedicated to promoting the development of higher 

education in Hong Kong over the years, especially in his capacity as the 

President of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU).  During his 18-

year tenure, Professor POON steered the institution towards attainment of its 

university status and strengthened the development of a number of academic 

disciplines.  He also contributed tremendously to the construction of a 

teaching and research hotel for the School of Hotel and Tourism Management, 

and built a solid foundation for the development of the PolyU into an 

internationally recognised application-oriented university.  After retiring from 

the PolyU, Professor POON has dedicated himself to preaching Buddhism, 

participating actively in charity work and fostering social harmony.    

Professor POON is awarded GBM in recognition of his outstanding 

achievements in scientific research and education over the years. 
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Mr FOK Tsun-ting, Timothy, GBS, JP 

 

Mr FOK has been playing a leading role in the sports sector in the past decades 

and has provided insightful advice to the Government on a wide range of 

sports policy issues, contributing significantly to Hong Kong’s sports 

development.  Having been elected as the President of the Sports Federation 

& Olympic Committee of Hong Kong, China (SF&OC) since 1998, Mr FOK 

has led the SF&OC to assist Hong Kong athletes in scaling new heights at 

many major international multi-sport games.  In addition, with Mr FOK’s 

assistance, Hong Kong had successfully hosted the equestrian events for the 

2008 Beijing Olympics, which enhanced Hong Kong’s status as the capital 

for major sports events.  A well-respected figure in the local and international 

sports community, Mr FOK is awarded GBM in recognition of his tremendous 

contributions to the development of sports in Hong Kong. 

 

Ms LAM Shuk-yee, GBS  

 

Ms LAM is a trade union forerunner with tremendous contributions to 

improving the well-being of the workforce in Hong Kong.  For decades, she 

has spared no efforts in fostering harmonious labour relations and 

safeguarding the interests of workers, as well as nurturing prominent labour 

leaders.  Committed to promoting the development of the Greater Bay Area, 

Ms LAM encourages young people in Hong Kong to familiarise themselves 

with the history and culture of our country and puts forward valuable 

recommendations on deepening the cooperation between Hong Kong and the 

Mainland.  As a highly respected leader, Ms LAM is awarded GBM in 

recognition of her outstanding contributions and longstanding commitment to 

serve the labour sector and the community. 
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Dr SZE Chi-ching, SBS, JP 

 

Dr SZE has a long and distinguished record of public service.  He is 

committed to uniting Fujian clansmen in Hong Kong and encouraging 

clansmen associations to participate in community affairs and show care and 

support to the community, thereby fostering social harmony and cohesion.  

Being a generous philanthropist, Dr SZE has made donations to support 

various local charitable organisations and universities over the years.  With 

his passion in calligraphy and as the founder of the Chinese Calligraphers’ 

Association (Hong Kong Branch), Dr SZE has been devoted to connecting 

calligraphers in Hong Kong and nurturing young talents, demonstrating 

exemplary efforts in promoting calligraphy in Hong Kong and enhancing 

cultural exchange between Hong Kong and the Mainland.  Dr SZE is awarded 

GBM in recognition of his outstanding contributions to the development of 

Hong Kong. 
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Gold Bauhinia Star (GBS) 
 
 

The Right Honourable the Lord PHILLIPS of Worth Matravers 

 

Lord PHILLIPS is awarded GBS in recognition of his dedicated and 

distinguished service as a Non-Permanent Judge from Another Common Law 

Jurisdiction of the Court of Final Appeal during the past ten years.  He is a 

strong supporter of the rule of law in Hong Kong and very much a friend of 

Hong Kong.  Lord PHILLIPS had held the highest and most important judicial 

posts in the United Kingdom.  His joining and participation in the Court of 

Final Appeal through sitting in and writing judgments in important 

commercial, shipping and criminal cases has helped enhance the reputation of 

the Court and instill public confidence in its jurisprudence.   

 

The Honourable YICK Chi-ming, Frankie, SBS, JP 

 

Hon YICK is awarded GBS in recognition of his exemplary contributions to 

the public transport and logistics industries over the years.  He is a highly 

respected figure in the trades for his extensive experiences.  As the Legislative 

Council Member of the Transport Functional Constituency, Hon YICK has all 

along played an important intermediary role between the trades and the 

Government.  He is very supportive of the Government’s initiatives, and 

provides valuable views on issues relating to the trades.  During the pandemic, 

Hon YICK actively assisted the Government in formulating relief measures 

that best suited the trades’ needs, promoting the sustainable development of 

the industries, and strengthening Hong Kong’s competitiveness. 
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Mr Raj Sital MOTWANI, SBS, JP 

 

Mr MOTWANI, one of the most influential leaders in the Indian community 

in Hong Kong, is awarded GBS in recognition of his longstanding dedication 

and significant contributions to community service over the years.  He is 

committed to promoting cultural exchange and social cohesion between the 

Indian community and Hong Kong.  Under Mr MOTWANI’s leadership, the 

Indian Chamber of Commerce Hong Kong has played a pivotal role in 

maintaining strong trade and economic ties between Hong Kong and India.  

He had also served on various Government advisory boards and provided 

valuable advice on different policy areas. 

 

Miss WONG Tin-yu, Agnes, JP 

 

Miss WONG is awarded GBS in recognition of her loyal and distinguished 

service to the Government and the Hong Kong community.  Currently the 

Permanent Secretary for Housing/Director of Housing, Miss WONG’s public 

service career spans 33 years.  She has made exemplary contributions, 

particularly in the areas of broadcasting and communications, marine, and 

housing.  Throughout her career, Miss WONG has demonstrated high integrity, 

strong commitment to serve as well as outstanding capabilities and leadership 

skills.  Her contributions are highly regarded both within and outside the 

Government. 

 

Professor HU Shao-ming, SBS, JP 

 

Professor HU is awarded GBS in recognition of his strong commitment and 

exemplary contributions to serving the community over the years, in particular 

his dedication to the development of Hong Kong’s education sector and youth 

development.  Apart from having served as the Chairman of the Council of 

the City University of Hong Kong, he established a number of non-profit 

making organisations to promote Chinese culture and history, as well as 

exchanges among the youths in the cross-strait four regions.  Being a staunch 

supporter of Hong Kong’s sports sector, Professor HU had served as the Chef 

de Mission or Deputy Chef de Mission of the Hong Kong, China Delegation 

to various international sports events and led Hong Kong athletes to attain 

remarkable achievements. 
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Ms CHAN Suk-mei, May, SBS, JP 

 

Ms CHAN, a veteran journalist and news executive, is awarded GBS in 

recognition of her distinguished contributions to the broadcasting industry and 

journalism.  Throughout the years, she has produced a wide range of quality 

news and information programmes for the local audience, which are 

appreciated by different sectors of society.  Ms CHAN also spares no efforts 

in raising the standard of media practitioners and promoting journalism 

education.  Particularly in the past few years, Ms CHAN staunchly upheld her 

professionalism and continued to advocate fair reporting, and provided a 

platform for the Government to explain and elaborate on policies to the 

general public. 

 

Professor WONG Yuk-shan, SBS, JP 

 

Professor WONG is awarded GBS in recognition of his distinguished 

contributions to the development of education in Hong Kong over the years.  

During his tenure as the President of The Open University of Hong Kong, 

Professor WONG led the University to make great strides in developing into 

a full-fledged comprehensive university.  All along, he has been a staunch 

supporter of the Government in promoting vocational and professional 

education.  In his capacity as the Chairman of the Research Grants Council, 

Professor WONG has made tremendous efforts in driving the Council to 

strengthen Hong Kong’s research talent pool and launch new funding schemes 

to support collaborative and inter-disciplinary research at universities and to 

enhance research collaborations with the Mainland. 
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Mr LUI Tim-leung, Tim, SBS, JP 

 

Mr LUI is awarded GBS in recognition of his exemplary public and 

community services over the years, in particular his profound contributions to 

the education sector.   During his tenure as the Chairman of the Education 

Commission, Mr LUI spared no efforts in uniting the education sector and the 

community at large.  In facilitating the Government to map out a wide range 

of policy directions from basic education to higher education, he put forward 

balanced and constructive views as well as practicable recommendations 

which contributed to enhancing Hong Kong’s position as an education hub in 

the region and addressing the needs of our society and nation.  Mr LUI has 

demonstrated visionary leadership and is well-respected by the community.   

 

Mr TANG Yat-sun, Richard, SBS, JP 

 

Mr TANG is awarded GBS in recognition of his exemplary contributions to 

fostering a safer community through his participation in various advisory and 

statutory bodies over the years.  Apart from offering valuable suggestions on 

crime fighting strategies and measures to the Government, he actively 

organised visits to the Mainland for the disciplined forces, thereby enhancing 

the forces’ understanding and cohesion with their Mainland counterparts.  

Mr TANG is also very supportive to the education development of the 

disciplined services officers’ children, and actively involved in organising 

numerous Mainland exchange activities for the youths in Hong Kong, with 

the objective of promoting their understanding and knowledge of Chinese 

history and culture. 
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Mr CHEUNG Kwok-wing, Paul, BBS, JP 

 

Mr CHEUNG is awarded GBS in recognition of his dedicated and 

distinguished community service over the years.  To promote social harmony, 

he set up charitable foundations and sponsored various organisations to 

provide services to the underprivileged.  Being a strong supporter of youth 

development, Mr CHEUNG is committed to offering job opportunities and 

internship programmes in the Mainland to the university students in Hong 

Kong.   He also spares no efforts in leading Qingyuan clansmen to actively 

participate in community service, as well as in fostering cultural exchange and 

economic cooperation between Qingyuan and Hong Kong.   
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Silver Bauhinia Star (SBS) 

 

 

The Honourable LAU Ip-keung, Kenneth, BBS, MH, JP 

 

Hon LAU is awarded SBS in recognition of his longstanding commitment and 

profound contributions in serving the community over the years.  He is a 

highly respected leader and under his capable leadership, Heung Yee Kuk, as 

a close partner of the Government, has been duly discharging its role through 

discussions with the Government in resolving rural affairs and offering 

constructive views on the developments in the New Territories.  As a member 

of the Executive Council and the Legislative Council, Hon LAU has rendered 

sterling support to the Government and contributed significantly to the healthy 

executive-legislative relationship. 

 

Mr AU Ka-wang, IDSM 

 

Mr AU is awarded SBS in recognition of his meritorious and dedicated service 

to the Government and the Hong Kong community. He is currently the 

Director of Immigration and has served 34 years in the Government.  He has 

made remarkable contributions, particularly in leading the Department to 

provide quality and more convenient services to the public through effective 

application of new technology, such as introducing the HKSAR Passport 

Mobile Application Stations, the Passport Collection Kiosks, and the 

“Contactless e-Channel” employing facial recognition technology. 

 

The Honourable QUAT Elizabeth, BBS, JP 

 

Hon QUAT is awarded SBS in recognition of her strong commitment and 

remarkable contributions in promoting Hong Kong’s innovation and 

technology (I&T) development.  Over the years, she has actively served in 

various advisory and statutory bodies and has founded numerous professional 

bodies, and provided the Government with valuable recommendations on I&T 

development and promotion of information and communications technology 

(ICT).  Hon QUAT is very supportive of the Government’s initiative in smart 

city development and advocates wider adoption of ICT by the business sector. 
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The Honourable Mr Justice YAU Chi-lap, Joseph 

 

Mr Justice YAU is a Judge of the Court of First Instance of the High Court.  

He is awarded SBS in recognition of his meritorious and dedicated service to 

the Judiciary and the Hong Kong community.  Mr Justice YAU is a competent 

and experienced criminal trial judge.  He has strong case management skills 

and his summing-ups to the jury are comprehensive and fair.  He has good 

judicial temperament and is helpful to colleagues.  He is regarded as a safe 

pair of hands and is widely respected.  

  
The Honourable Mr Justice WONG Sung-hau, Albert 

 

Mr Justice WONG was a Judge of the Court of First Instance of the High 

Court before retirement.  He is awarded SBS in recognition of his meritorious 

and dedicated service to the Judiciary and the Hong Kong community.  

Mr Justice WONG is a very experienced criminal judge and has a good grasp 

of the facts.  He has handled many high profile appeal cases and his judgments 

are well-respected.   He has good judicial temperament and is regarded as a 

role model. 

 

Mr YUEN Man-chung, Tommy, JP 

 

Mr YUEN is awarded SBS in recognition of his meritorious and dedicated 

service to the Government and the Hong Kong community.  He retired as the 

Commissioner for the Development of the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao 

Greater Bay Area (GBA) after 37 years of service with the Government. He 

has made remarkable contributions, particularly in the areas of Mainland 

affairs, management of Government properties, as well as the development of 

the GBA. Throughout his career, Mr YUEN has demonstrated high integrity, 

strong commitment to serve, and outstanding administration and leadership 

skills. 
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Mr LO Kwok-wah, JP 

 

Mr LO is awarded SBS in recognition of his meritorious and dedicated service 

to the Government and the Hong Kong community.  He retired as the Director 

of Water Supplies after 34 years of service with the Government.  He has made 

remarkable contributions, particularly in leading the Department in providing 

quality water supply services, enhancing water safety and the related 

legislative regulation, as well as sustaining resilience in water supply with 

diversified water resources. 

 

Mr LAM Wai-kiu, Victor, JP 

 

Mr LAM is awarded SBS in recognition of his meritorious and dedicated 

service to the Government and the Hong Kong community.  He retired as the 

Government Chief Information Officer after 37 years of service with the 

Government. He has made remarkable contributions, particularly in leading 

the Department in spearheading the development of smart city and e-

Government.  During the pandemic, Mr LAM led his team to overcome huge 

challenges in masterminding all the required information technology services 

to support the Government’s anti-epidemic strategies and measures. 

 

Ms PUN Ting-ting, Rebecca, JP 

 

Ms PUN is awarded SBS in recognition of her meritorious and dedicated 

service to the Government and the Hong Kong community.  She retired as the 

Commissioner for Innovation and Technology after 36 years of service with 

the Government. She has made remarkable contributions, particularly in the 

areas of employees’ retraining, transport, as well as innovation and technology. 

Throughout her career, Ms PUN has demonstrated high integrity, strong 

commitment to serve, and outstanding administration and leadership skills. 
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Mr LO Chi-hong, JP 

 

Mr LO is awarded SBS in recognition of his meritorious and dedicated service 

to the Government and the Hong Kong community. He retired as the 

Permanent Representative of the HKSAR of China to the World Trade 

Organisation after 32 years of service with the Government. He has made 

remarkable contributions, particularly in the areas of home affairs and external 

commercial relations. Throughout his career, Mr LO has demonstrated high 

integrity, strong commitment to serve, and outstanding administration and 

leadership skills. 

 
Ms LAM Mei-sau, Linda 

 
Ms LAM is awarded SBS in recognition of her meritorious and dedicated 

service to the Government and the Hong Kong community.  She retired as the 

Law Officer (International Law), Department of Justice after 29 years of 

service with the Government.  Ms LAM has made remarkable contributions, 

particularly in providing sound legal advice on the implementation of bilateral 

and multilateral international obligations, trade and investment law, and the 

management of consular corps and their privileges. 
 

Dr SHI Lop-tak, Allen, BBS, MH, JP 

 

Dr SHI is awarded SBS in recognition of his significant contributions to the 

development of industries in Hong Kong and community service.  As a 

respected leader in the business community, he spares no efforts in steering 

the Chinese Manufacturers’ Association of Hong Kong to promote the 

development of local brands and industries.  Besides, Dr SHI has all along 

committed himself to serving the Wong Tai Sin District through lining up 

business leaders to devote resources and encourage their participation in 

community service. 
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Ms YAO Jue, BBS, JP 

 

Ms YAO, an outstanding violinist, is awarded SBS in recognition of her 

dedication and remarkable contributions in serving the community with her 

musical talents over the years.  She is committed to promoting music 

education and cultural exchange, as well as nurturing local music talents.  

Through an orchestra founded by herself, Ms YAO has provided youths 

from underprivileged families with the opportunity to learn music and unleash 

their potential, which also helps them develop positive values and outlook to 

life. 
 

Dr CHAI Ngai-chiu, Sunny, BBS, JP 

 

Dr CHAI is awarded SBS in recognition of his profound contributions in 

promoting the development of innovation and technology in Hong Kong.  

Serving as the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Hong Kong Science 

and Technology Parks Corporation, Dr CHAI has greatly facilitated the 

development of start-ups and enterprises and played a leading role in setting 

up the Shenzhen branch of the Hong Kong Science Park.  He has also 

contributed to re-industrialisation in Hong Kong through establishing the 

re-industrialisation guiding principles and overseeing the repositioning of 

Industrial Estates to InnoParks.   

 

Mr SUEN Kwok-lam, BBS, MH, JP 

 

Mr SUEN is awarded SBS in recognition of his meritorious contributions to 

the community.  He is dedicated to raising the standards of professional 

property management and promoting professional training in the real estate 

industry.  Mr SUEN is committed to uniting Guangdong clansmen to serve 

the community.  He also actively mobilised the resources of the business 

community to support the needs of the underprivileged families.  A keen 

supporter of sports development in Hong Kong, Mr SUEN facilitated the 

establishment of a commendation scheme for elite athletes. 
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Mrs FUNG MA Kit-han, Jenny, BBS, JP 

 

Mrs FUNG is awarded SBS in recognition of her meritorious contributions to 

the promotion and development of sports in Hong Kong, in particular 

disability sports.  Under her leadership, Hong Kong para-athletes have made 

remarkable sporting achievements in various international competitions.  In 

her capacity as Vice Chairman of the Hong Kong Sports Institute, Mrs FUNG 

has made remarkable efforts in promoting elite sports and providing long-term 

and stable support for athletes with disabilities. 

 

Dr CHENG Kam-chung, Eric, BBS, MH, JP 

 

Dr CHENG is awarded SBS in recognition of his dedication in serving the 

Sham Shui Po District over the years.  A well-respected community leader 

with an extensive network, he plays an active role in promoting youth 

development and elderly services.  Besides, he offers timely and constructive 

advice to the Government to facilitate the development of effective strategic 

plans on policing matters.  Dr CHENG shows care for the well-being of the 

vulnerable groups, and has contributed to a crime prevention initiative by 

supporting a free CCTV installation project for the low security buildings in 

the district.  

 

Dr CHENG Cho-ming, JP 

 

Dr CHENG is awarded SBS in recognition of his meritorious and dedicated 

service to the Government and the Hong Kong community.  He retired as the 

Director of the Hong Kong Observatory after 34 years of service with the 

Government. He has made remarkable contributions, particularly in steering 

the Observatory’s overall scientific and strategic development, enhancing the 

weather forecasting and warning services, as well as enriching the weather 

information for the general public.  Dr CHENG has also contributed to 

maintaining Hong Kong’s presence in the international meteorological 

community. 
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Mr LAM Hung-san, JP 

 

Mr LAM is awarded SBS in recognition of his meritorious contributions to 

community and charity services.  As a prominent community leader, he has 

actively led the Fujianese organisations to foster cohesion among the 

clansmen both in Hong Kong and overseas, and to provide support to new 

immigrants to facilitate their early integration into the local 

community.  Dedicated to promoting patriotic education for the youths in 

Hong Kong, Mr LAM also sponsors various programmes and exchange tours 

for their participation.   
 

Mr YUEN Chi-wai, JP 

 

Mr YUEN is awarded SBS in recognition of his valuable contributions to the 

broadcasting and media sector.  Taking charge of the news and information 

division of a major commercial broadcaster in Hong Kong, Mr YUEN all 

along staunchly upholds his professionalism and produces professional news 

programmes with fair reporting, particularly in the past few years.  He also 

steered the production of various information programmes with strong 

educational values and positive stories on the Mainland and Hong Kong, 

which were well-received by both local and overseas audience.    
 

Ir PANG Alice, JP 

 

Ir PANG is awarded SBS in recognition of her meritorious and dedicated 

service to the Government and the Hong Kong community.  She is currently 

the Director of Drainage Services and has served 32 years in the Government. 

She has made remarkable contributions, particularly in leading the 

Department to reduce flooding threats in Hong Kong, upgrade Hong Kong’s 

major sewerage infrastructure, adopt smart technologies, and promote the 

development and application of renewable energy. 
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Mr PANG Hiu-ming, Peter, JP 

 

Mr PANG, a reputable businessman and community leader, is awarded SBS 

in recognition of his meritorious service to the community.  For over 20 years, 

he has devoted himself to supporting the Community Chest in raising 

funds.  Given Mr PANG’s strong connections, the Community Chest has 

gained tremendous support from the business and manufacturing sectors over 

the years.  Further, Mr PANG has served the Kowloon City District with 

dedication for a long time and contributed substantially to the community 

through organising different kinds of activities. 

 

Mr YUEN Yuk-kin, Albert, PDSM 

 

Mr YUEN is awarded SBS in recognition of his meritorious and dedicated 

service to the Government and the Hong Kong community.  He is currently a 

Deputy Commissioner of Police and has served 36 years in the Government. 

He has made remarkable contributions, particularly in criminal investigation 

and policing operations for major events.  Throughout his career, he has 

demonstrated strong leadership, professionalism and commitment to duty. 

 

Ms LAU Chi-wai, Edwina, PDSM 

 

Ms LAU is awarded SBS in recognition of her meritorious and dedicated 

service to the Government and the Hong Kong community. She retired as a 

Deputy Commissioner of Police after 38 years of service with the Government.  

She has made remarkable contributions, particularly in criminal investigation, 

personnel management, police training, and safeguarding of national security.  

Throughout her career, she has demonstrated strong leadership, 

professionalism and commitment to duty. 
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Ms WONG Siu-wah, BBS 

 

Ms WONG is awarded SBS in recognition of her devotion to women affairs 

over the years.  Under her leadership, the All-China Women’s Federation 

Hong Kong Delegates Association has contributed substantially to uniting 

women in Hong Kong and enhancing their awareness of social affairs.  The 

Association also serves as an important link between Hong Kong and the 

Mainland in the collaboration of women affairs.  During her tenure as a 

member of the Women’s Commission, Ms WONG led the Working Group on 

Collaboration to deliver its work with fruitful results. 

 

Mr LEE Yin-yee, BBS, MH 

 

Mr LEE, a well-known industrialist, is awarded SBS in recognition of his 

dedication to community and charity services over the years.  All along, he 

has been enthusiastic in promoting exchanges between Hong Kong and the 

Mainland.  To help address the inconvenience faced by cross-boundary 

students in attending schools, and capitalising on his connections, Mr LEE has 

funded the establishment in Shenzhen the first Mainland school that hires 

teachers holding teaching qualifications from Hong Kong, which is a 

pioneering demonstration of the collaboration of education between the two 

places.  
 

Mr WONG Chun-hong, BBS 

 

Mr WONG is awarded SBS in recognition of his dedication and remarkable 

contributions to community service.  He has assumed leading positions in a 

number of influential Guangzhou clansmen organisations.  Committed to 

promoting national education in Hong Kong, Mr WONG has donated his 

ancestral house for setting up the Sha Tau Kok Anti-war Memorial Hall.  Over 

the years, he has made donations generously to local universities for 

enhancing the quality of teaching and scientific research.  Mr WONG is also 

supportive of charitable causes. 
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Mr CHIU David 

 

Mr CHIU, a prominent businessman, is awarded SBS in recognition of his 

significant contributions to the development of the broadcasting industry in 

Hong Kong.  Despite that the traditional television broadcasting industry was 

facing increasing challenges from other new media, Mr CHIU’s investment 

decision had played an instrumental role in sustaining the operation of a local 

television broadcasting and telecommunications services company and 

protected the interests of the audience.  He further led the company to use 

additional means of transmission to provide services to the public, which 

brought new impetus to the broadcasting services. 
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Medal for Bravery (Silver) (MBS) 

 
 

Mr SZETO Chi-pang 

 

Mr SZETO, an Air Crewman Officer III, is awarded MBS in recognition of 

his act of tremendous courage, selflessness, commitment to duty, 

professionalism and gallantry of an extremely high order.  On 2 July 2022, he 

carried out a highly risky rescue operation on a sinking vessel while Typhoon 

Chaba hit Hong Kong.  By the time he arrived at the scene, the violent sea had 

already engulfed 27 souls.  In order to rescue the three surviving crew 

members, he exposed himself to the dangers of being hit by floating objects 

and subjected himself to the high risk of being thrown off the deck.  Although 

the deck was pounded by waves and the movement of the wreckage was so 

unpredictable and unstable, he fearlessly lowered to the remaining bridge 

wing of the vessel for the rescue.  After 45 minutes of strenuous rescue process, 

he successfully rescued the three survivors from the wreckage and displayed 

an exceptional level of bravery and determination. 

 

Mr LUI Ka-ching 

 

Mr LUI, an Air Crewman Officer III, is awarded MBS in recognition of his 

act of tremendous courage, selflessness, commitment to duty professionalism 

and gallantry of an extremely high order.  On 17 October 2022, he carried out 

a highly risky rescue operation on a sinking vessel under severe weather 

conditions.  During the rescue operation, the helicopter was tossing up and 

down by strong wind and turbulence.  Before he could eventually land on the 

slippery deck, he was exposed to the danger of being hit by the debris of the 

vessel or seriously injured by the uncontrollable vessel.  Not too long after he 

landed onto the vessel, a sudden raging wave washed him off but he responded 

quickly and hold on to the nearby guard rail, or he would have been drowned 

in the stormy sea.  With his extraordinary effort, he successfully rescued the 

seven survivors on the sinking vessel and displayed an exceptional level of 

bravery and determination. 
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Distinguished Service Medals  

for the Disciplined Services and the ICAC 
 

 

Mr MAK Chin-ho, PMSM 

 

Mr MAK, Assistant Commissioner of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Police Medal for Distinguished Service in recognition of his outstanding 

performance and dedicated service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 

29 years. 

 

Mr KAN Kai-yan, PMSM 

 

Mr KAN, Deputy Commissioner of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong Police 

Medal for Distinguished Service in recognition of his outstanding 

performance and dedicated service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 

32 years. 

 

Mr LUI Kam-ho 

 

Mr LUI, Assistant Commissioner of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong Police 

Medal for Distinguished Service in recognition of his outstanding 

performance and dedicated service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 

29 years. 

 

Ms TSANG Yim-sheung, Anna 

 

Ms TSANG, Assistant Commissioner of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Police Medal for Distinguished Service in recognition of her outstanding 

performance and dedicated service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 

34 years. 

 

Mr YIP Wan-lung 

 

Mr YIP, Senior Assistant Commissioner of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Police Medal for Distinguished Service in recognition of his outstanding 

performance and dedicated service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 

31 years. 
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Mr WONG Chun-yip 

 

Mr WONG, Deputy Director of Fire Services, is awarded the Hong Kong Fire 

Services Medal for Distinguished Service in recognition of his outstanding 

performance and dedicated service in the Fire Services Department for over 

29 years. 

 

Mr LEE Koon-yau 

 

Mr LEE, Chief Fire Officer, is awarded the Hong Kong Fire Services Medal 

for Distinguished Service in recognition of his outstanding performance and 

dedicated service in the Fire Services Department for over 31 years. 

 

Mr CHENG Sui-on 

 

Mr CHENG, Chief Fire Officer, is awarded the Hong Kong Fire Services 

Medal for Distinguished Service in recognition of his outstanding 

performance and dedicated service in the Fire Services Department for over 

32 years. 

 

Mr KWOK Joon-fung, Benson 

 

Mr KWOK, Deputy Director of Immigration, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Immigration Service Medal for Distinguished Service in recognition of his 

outstanding performance and dedicated service in the Immigration 

Department for over 33 years. 

 

Mr CHAN Wai-lit, Andrew 

 

Mr CHAN, Assistant Director of Immigration, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Immigration Service Medal for Distinguished Service in recognition of his 

outstanding performance and dedicated service in the Immigration 

Department for over 34 years. 
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Mr CHAN Tsz-tat 

 

Mr CHAN, Deputy Commissioner of Customs and Excise, is awarded the 

Hong Kong Customs and Excise Medal for Distinguished Service in 

recognition of his outstanding performance and dedicated service in the 

Customs and Excise Department for over 28 years. 

 

Ms LAI Sau-ieng 

 

Ms LAI, former Chief Superintendent of Customs and Excise, is awarded the 

Hong Kong Customs and Excise Medal for Distinguished Service in 

recognition of her outstanding performance and dedicated service in the 

Customs and Excise Department for over 29 years. 

 

Dr LEUNG Kin-ip, Kenneth 

 

Dr LEUNG, Deputy Commissioner of Correctional Services, is awarded the 

Hong Kong Correctional Services Medal for Distinguished Service in 

recognition of his outstanding performance and dedicated service in the 

Correctional Services Department for over 28 years. 

 

Mr NG Chiu-kok 

 

Mr NG, Deputy Commissioner of Correctional Services, is awarded the Hong 

Kong Correctional Services Medal for Distinguished Service in recognition 

of his outstanding performance and dedicated service in the Correctional 

Services Department for over 22 years. 

 

Mr YAU Shu-chun 

 

Mr YAU, Director of Operations of ICAC, is awarded the Hong Kong ICAC 

Medal for Distinguished Service in recognition of his outstanding 

performance and dedicated service in the ICAC for over 28 years. 
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Bronze Bauhinia Star (BBS) 

 
 

Dr the Honourable HO Kwan-yiu, Junius, JP 

 

Hon HO is awarded BBS in recognition of his staunch support and notable 

contributions in the promotion of safeguarding national security.  In addition 

to safeguarding national security from the legal perspective, he also provides 

support to the impartial and vigilant enforcement of the law by the 

Government, makes proposals to the Government, and has established a 

National Security Education Centre aiming at promoting national security 

education through various activities. 

 

Mr LAM Kin-hong, Matthew, MH, JP 

 

Mr LAM is awarded BBS in recognition of his long and dedicated service in 

fight crime matters and active interests in consumer protection.  With his legal 

profession and business background as well as experience in district services, 

he offers insightful advice from which the Government could draw reference 

when formulating crime fighting measures. 

 

Her Honour Judge LIU Yuk-ling, Elaine, JP 

 

Judge LIU is awarded BBS in recognition of her dedicated service on 

Government advisory and statutory bodies.  During her tenure as the 

Chairman of the Licensing Appeals Board, she ensured that the justifications 

put forth by all concerned parties as well as relevant legal principles were 

considered thoroughly and the cases handled efficiently.  She also led the 

Estate Agents Authority to scale new heights in enhancing the service standard 

and professionalism of the local estate agency trade.  
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Mr CHAN Kam-wing, Clement, MH, JP 

 

Mr CHAN is awarded BBS in recognition of his notable contributions in 

financial services and professional accounting.  Over the years, he has 

contributed to the betterment of the quality of Hong Kong’s financial markets 

through his participation in various advisory and statutory bodies.  His service 

to the Securities and Futures Commission was exceptional, especially on the 

promotion of good corporate governance. 

 

Mr LAU Hing-wah, MH, JP 

 

Mr LAU is awarded BBS in recognition of his long and dedicated service in 

Kwai Tsing District, particularly in promoting crime prevention and 

combating crime.  He provides constructive advice to the Government as the 

Chairman of the Fight Crime Committee and the Junior Police Call Honorary 

President Council of the district, and also strengthens young people’s national 

identity through organising various activities. 

 

Mr PUN Kwok-shan, MH, JP 

 

Mr PUN is awarded BBS in recognition of his notable contributions to serving 

the Sha Tin District and promoting harmony in the district over the years.  As 

a modest and pragmatic community leader, he actively assists the Government 

to handle district affairs.  He also stands steadfastly in promoting national 

education by encouraging young people to better understand our country’s 

development and promoting cultural diversity and inclusiveness. 

 

Ms CHEUNG Pui-lin, Josephine, JP 

 

Ms CHEUNG is awarded BBS in recognition of her long and dedicated 

service to the Government and the Hong Kong community for 35 years.  She 

is currently a Senior Principal Executive Officer of the Civil Service Bureau.  
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Mr WONG Kwun-keong, JP 

 

Mr WONG is awarded BBS in recognition of his notable contributions to 

charitable activities and community affairs of Kwai Tsing District.  He spares 

no effort in caring for the youth and provides support to students from the 

underprivileged families. 

 

Mr LI Man-bun, Brian David, JP 

 

Mr LI is awarded BBS in recognition of his notable public service, particularly 

his significant contributions to the development of business and trade in Hong 

Kong.  As a veteran of the banking and financial services, he provides insights 

and offers invaluable advice to the Government amid the current turbulent 

economic environment.  He actively participates in advisory and statutory 

bodies including the Hong Kong Trade Development Council and the 

Financial Services Development Council. 

 

Mr DOO William Junior Guilherme, JP 

 

Mr DOO is awarded BBS in recognition of his dedicated support to the work 

of the Government and to serving the community.  He has participated in 

various advisory and statutory bodies.  In particular, during his tenure in the 

Immigration Department Users’ Committee, he has made invaluable 

contributions and constructive ideas on a broad spectrum of issues with his 

extensive legal professional background. 

 

Mr LEUNG Ka-kui, Johnny, JP 

 

Mr LEUNG is awarded BBS in recognition of his long and dedicated 

contributions to the healthy development of Hong Kong’s travel industry.  

During the stage when the Travel Industry Ordinance was being formulated, 

he had provided the Government with constructive views and suggestions in 

the area of combatting unscrupulous activities and handling of consumer 

disputes, which helped to lay down a steadfast foundation of today’s new 

regulatory regime of travel industry. 
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Mr HUANG Ling-hang, Lincoln, JP 

 

Mr HUANG is awarded BBS in recognition of his long and dedicated service 

to the public and community.  As the Vice-Chairperson of the Town Planning 

Board (TPB), he makes sensible views and comments, particularly with his 

expertise from the legal perspective, to facilitate the TPB to make fair and 

balanced decisions, which contributed significantly to the town planning and 

long-term development of Hong Kong. 

 

Dr YIP Chung-yin, Daniel, JP 

 

Dr YIP is awarded BBS in recognition of his dedicated support in the 

development of industries as well as innovation and technology culture.  

During his tenure as the Chairman of the Federation of Hong Kong Industries, 

he actively enhanced the cooperation between industrialists and academic 

institutes to foster the growth of young industrial talents and start-ups.  As the 

Chairman of the General Support Programme Vetting Committee of 

Innovation and Technology Fund, he streamlined application process and 

facilitated longer-term planning which contributed greatly to the work of the 

Committee. 

 

Ms CHIANG Chui-wan, Sophia, JP 

 

Ms CHIANG is awarded BBS in recognition of her long and dedicated service 

to the Government and the Hong Kong community for 33 years.  She is 

currently a Deputy Director of the Lands Department. 

 

Dr LO Kam-wing, Wingco, JP 

 

Dr LO is awarded BBS in recognition of his dedicated service to our country 

and Hong Kong.  He steadfastly supports law-based administration of the 

Government and participates in fight crime matters.  He is also supportive to 

the exchange and cooperation between Hong Kong and Fujian and encourages 

young people to seize the opportunities brought about by the development of 

the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area. 
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Mr TSE Cheong-wo, Edward, JP 

 

Mr TSE is awarded BBS in recognition of his long and dedicated service to 

the Government and the Hong Kong community for 30 years.  He is currently 

the Acting Director of Architectural Services. 

 

Dr KWAN Pak-hoo, Bankee, JP 

 

Dr KWAN is awarded BBS in recognition of his notable contributions to the 

financial services and business sectors.  With his entrepreneurial experience 

and strong business acumen, he offers pragmatic advice to the Management 

Board of the Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes Authority with a view to 

enhancing its corporate governance.  He also extends his dedication to taking 

forward the design, building and operation of the eMPF Platform.  

 

Dr KAM Shau-wan, Sanly, MH 

 

Dr KAM is awarded BBS in recognition of her notable community service, 

particularly her dedication and significant contributions to early childhood 

education and promotion of children welfare and development.  She actively 

participates in the work of the Commission on Children, and offers 

constructive views on a wide range of issues relating to children policies, 

initiatives and programmes to the Government.  

 

Mr HO Tak-sum, MH 

 

Mr HO is awarded BBS in recognition of his notable contributions to 

charitable work.  He is passionate about traditional Chinese religions, arts and 

customs, and has offered invaluable advice on Government policies to 

promote temple culture, life and death education, as well as arts development.  

He also spares no efforts in promoting education to nurture talent. 

 

Dr CHOW Kam-wai, MH 

 

Dr CHOW is awarded BBS in recognition of his dedicated community service 

to Wan Chai District, in particular its youth and ethnic minority.  Being 

supportive to a wide array of community building programmes, he is 

passionate in seeking ways to nurture patriotism among young people and 

offers constructive advice on district issues to the Government. 
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Mr HA Chung-kin, MH 

 

Mr HA is awarded BBS in recognition of his dedicated community service to 

Central and Western District, and contribution to the preservation and 

promotion of intangible cultural heritage.  An internationally renowned paper 

crafting master, he is devoted to teach the younger generation the traditional 

craftsmanship in lantern making.  He also assists in teaching ethnic minority 

students “lion dance” and supports offender rehabilitation.  

 

Mr CHEUNG Siu-keung, MH 

 

Mr CHEUNG is awarded BBS in recognition of his notable contributions in 

the sustainable development of fisheries industry in Hong Kong and 

community affairs in the Southern District.  He strives for fishermen’s welfare 

and cares about marine conservation.  He also enthusiastically participates in 

various Government advisory and statutory bodies, and helps the fisheries 

community identify more opportunities both in Hong Kong and other places.  

 

Dr CHAN Ching-yan, Daniel, MH 

 

Dr CHAN is awarded BBS in recognition of his significant contributions to 

charity and community services.  During his tenure as the Chairman of Po 

Leung Kuk (PLK), he led PLK to continue to provide quality services, 

including rolling out youth development programmes, promoting national and 

civic education and providing diversified services to the elderly with a view 

to addressing the ageing problem.  

 

Dr WONG Chung-kiu, MH 

 

Dr WONG is awarded BBS in recognition of his notable contributions in 

advising the Government on technological development in many areas.  As an 

accomplished technologist, he spares no effort in nurturing talents, enhancing 

the interest of younger generation in information and communications 

technology and promoting the industry’s local development.  
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Mr YEUNG Fun-bun, MH 

 

Mr YEUNG is awarded BBS in recognition of his notable philanthropic 

contributions to education, healthcare and transportation.  With his efforts in 

local community development over the years, he persistently supported the 

underprivileged families, enhanced social cohesion and consolidated social 

stability in Hong Kong.  

 

Miss LAW Kar-shui, Elizabeth, MH 

 

Miss LAW is awarded BBS in recognition of her notable achievements in 

education development and charitable services.  In order to nurture future 

generations with skills that suit the needs of society, she collaborates with the 

Government and organises a scholarship specifically for secondary students 

studying Applied Learning courses.  She shows her benevolence in supporting 

healthcare development and continues to support new arrivals in Hong Kong.  

 

Dr TSANG Ho-fai, Thomas 

 

Dr TSANG is awarded BBS in recognition of his notable contributions to 

public health and healthcare system development.  He offers expert advice for 

the formulation and development of strategy and action plan for Hong Kong 

on various diseases during his service in various advisory boards.  As the 

Honorary Consultant of the Department of Health, he also actively assists the 

Government in formulating emergency responses.  

 

Mr MO Sik-keung, Gilbert 

 

Mr MO is awarded BBS in recognition of his long and dedicated service to 

the Government and the Hong Kong community for 35 years.  He was a 

Deputy Law Draftsman of the Department of Justice before retirement.  

 

Mr SHUM Ka-sang 

 

Mr SHUM is awarded BBS in recognition of his dedicated and remarkable 

service to the Country and Hong Kong.  He steadfastly supports law-based 

administration of the Government and actively participates in public and 

community service.  He has also been proactively supporting exchange and 

cooperation between Hong Kong and Tianjin.  
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Mr WU Wai-hung 

 

Mr WU is awarded BBS in recognition of his long and dedicated service to 

the Government and the Hong Kong community for 41 years.  He was an 

Assistant Commissioner for Labour before retirement. 

 

Dr MA Ching-yeung, Philip 

 

Dr MA is awarded BBS in recognition of his significant contributions to 

charity and community services.  During his tenure as the Chairman of the 

Tung Wah Group of Hospitals (TWGHs), he was dedicated to leading TWGHs 

to continue to provide quality services, including enhancing Chinese medicine 

services, promoting STEM and national education and pressing ahead with 

youth development projects.  

 

Ir CHEUNG Yuen-fong 

 

Ir CHEUNG is awarded BBS in recognition of his long and dedicated service 

to the Government and the Hong Kong community for 35 years.  He was a 

Deputy Director of Electrical and Mechanical Services before retirement. 

 

Mr KOK Che-leung 

 

Mr KOK is awarded BBS in recognition of his long and dedicated service to 

the Government and the Hong Kong community for 37 years.  He was a 

Deputy Director of Social Welfare before retirement. 

 

Ms CHAN Sui-kuen, Agnes 

 

Ms CHAN is awarded BBS in recognition of her participation in public 

service and notable contributions to the business advisory and financial 

services industry.  She has been actively serving on various Government 

advisory and statutory bodies by utilising her expertise and experience in the 

accounting profession.  She also advocates financial cooperation between 

Hong Kong and the Mainland as well as the development of the Guangdong-

Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area.  
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Mr TSANG On-yip, Patrick 

 

Mr TSANG is awarded BBS in recognition of his notable achievements in 

promoting community service and youth development.  He provides immense 

support for the Strive and Rise Programme of the Government and actively 

helps students from underprivileged families to broaden their horizons and 

develop a positive outlook on life.  He also launches various initiatives to help 

inspire students on civic awareness and cultural development.  

 

Mr YEUNG Chun-fan 

 

Mr YEUNG is awarded BBS in recognition of his notable contributions in 

community service and support to law-based administration of the 

Government.  He is committed to charity by supporting community 

organisations such as the Community Chest and Direction Association for the 

Handicapped and helps them launch the relevant work.  He also contributes 

to the development of Buddhism in Hong Kong.  

 

Mr Michael John GREEN 

 

Mr GREEN is awarded BBS in recognition of his notable contributions as a 

prominent figure of the Jewish community of Hong Kong.  Under his 

leadership, the Incorporated Trustees of the Jewish Community of Hong Kong 

provides charitable support not only to the Jewish community but also to 

dozens of local charities.  He is dedicated to serving the community 

wholeheartedly and selflessly.  

 

Mr POON Shun-wing, Eric 

 

Mr POON is awarded BBS in recognition of his notable contributions in urban 

renewal and advancing application of new technology in building projects.  As 

a role model of the industry, he has been active in developing and promoting 

the standards and developments of sustainable buildings in Hong Kong and 

raising green building awareness. 
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Mr Peter DUNCAN, SC 

 

Mr DUNCAN is awarded BBS in recognition of his remarkable contributions 

to the legal profession as a renowned and well-respected practising barrister 

specialised in criminal law.  Over the years, he has led the Law Reform 

Commission’s Review of Sexual Offences Sub-committee and come up with 

transformative yet practical law reform recommendations for the benefit of 

the community at large. 

 

Ms YING Fun-fong 

 

Ms YING is awarded BBS in recognition of her long and dedicated service to 

the Government and the Hong Kong community for 35 years.  She was the 

Project Manager of the then Home Affairs Bureau before retirement. 

 

Professor Christoffel Hendrik BRINK 

 

Professor BRINK is awarded BBS in recognition of his dedicated service to 

Hong Kong’s higher education sector.  As a member of the University Grants 

Committee (UGC) from 2017 to 2023 and with his profound knowledge and 

experience, Professor BRINK has time and again assessed research 

submissions, steered numerous reviews and provided insightful advice to the 

UGC.  
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Medal for Bravery (Bronze) (MBB) 

 

 

Mr HO Siu-fai 

 

Mr HO is awarded MBB in recognition of his noble act of great courage.  On 

2 June 2023, a suspect attacked two passersby with a knife at the Plaza 

Hollywood.  Mr HO, who works in a restaurant near the offence location, 

heard screams outside the restaurant and got out to look for the cause.  Mr HO 

grabbed two stools and approached the suspect bravely.  He hit the suspect 

with the stool with a view to stopping the latter assaulting the victim.  Despite 

the risk to his personal safety, Mr HO guarded himself with the stools to 

prevent the suspect from fleeing from the scene until the police officers 

arrived, displaying an extraordinary level of gallantry and selflessness. 

 

Mr LI Ying-kit 

 

Mr LI, an Air Crewman Officer III, is awarded MBB in recognition of his 

great courage, selflessness and professionalism.  On 16 April 2022, an 

exploding motor tanker caused a large number of casualties.  As one of the 

winchmen on the helicopter, Mr LI carried out a highly risky rescue operation 

in a dark and dangerous environment.  He boldly conducted two winching 

attempts under the unknown risk of further explosion, which was the key to 

the success of the rescue operation.  He fearlessly committed to duty and 

displayed an extraordinary level of gallantry and determination.  

 

Mr TSANG Po-ting 

 

Mr TSANG, an Air Crewman Officer III, is awarded MBB in recognition of 

his great courage, selflessness and professionalism.  On 16 April 2022, an 

exploding motor tanker caused a large number of casualties.  As one of the 

winchmen on the helicopter, Mr TSANG carried out a highly risky rescue 

operation in a dark and dangerous environment.  He fearlessly conducted two 

winching attempts under the risk of further explosion, which was the key to 

the success of the rescue operation.  He fearlessly committed to duty and 

displayed an extraordinary level of gallantry and determination.  
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Meritorious Service Medals  

for the Disciplined Services and the ICAC 
 

 

Mr KWOK Ka-chuen 

 

Mr KWOK, Assistant Commissioner of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Police Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and 

devoted service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 25 years. 

 

Dr LAW Yuet-wing, Frank 

 

Dr LAW, Assistant Commissioner of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong Police 

Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted 

service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 24 years. 

 

Mr NG Wai-kei, Wilkie 

 

Mr NG, Chief Inspector of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong Police Medal 

for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted service 

in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 37 years. 

 

Ms YU Hoi-kwan 

 

Ms YU, Chief Superintendent of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong Police 

Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of her exemplary and devoted 

service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 26 years. 

 

Mr LEE Tak-ming 

 

Mr LEE, Police Station Sergeant, is awarded the Hong Kong Police Medal for 

Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted service in 

the Hong Kong Police Force for over 39 years. 
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Mr LEE Ying-wai 

 

Mr LEE, Senior Superintendent of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong Police 

Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted 

service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 39 years. 

 

Mr YIU Chi-sun, Eric 

 

Mr YIU, Police Station Sergeant, is awarded the Hong Kong Police Medal for 

Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted service in 

the Hong Kong Police Force for over 37 years. 

 

Ms HUNG Lai-fan 

 

Ms HUNG, Senior Inspector of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong Police 

Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of her exemplary and devoted 

service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 40 years. 

 

Mr CHEUNG Kwok-kwong 

 

Mr CHEUNG, Police Station Sergeant, is awarded the Hong Kong Police 

Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted 

service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 35 years. 

 

Mr LEUNG Kwok-yin 

 

Mr LEUNG, former Police Station Sergeant, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Police Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and 

devoted service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 40 years. 

 

Mr KWOK Kwan-pang 

 

Mr KWOK, Police Station Sergeant, is awarded the Hong Kong Police Medal 

for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted service 

in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 37 years. 
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Mr CHAN Sai-leung 

 

Mr CHAN, Superintendent of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong Police Medal 

for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted service 

in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 36 years. 

 

Ms CHAN Yi-ping, Kitty 

 

Ms CHAN, Senior Superintendent of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Police Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of her exemplary and 

devoted service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 34 years. 

 

Ms MAK Wai-man, Tammy 

 

Ms MAK, former Chief Superintendent of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Police Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of her exemplary and 

devoted service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 32 years. 

 

Mr WAN Wai-kwai 

 

Mr WAN, Senior Inspector of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong Police Medal 

for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted service 

in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 40 years. 

 

Mr WONG Sun-keung 

 

Mr WONG, Inspector of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong Police Medal for 

Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted service in 

the Hong Kong Police Force for over 38 years. 

 

Mr LIU Ki-sun 

 

Mr LIU, Chief Inspector of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong Police Medal 

for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted service 

in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 40 years. 
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Mr AU Tung-leung 

 

Mr AU, Police Station Sergeant, is awarded the Hong Kong Police Medal for 

Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted service in 

the Hong Kong Police Force for over 39 years. 

 

Mr TSOI Hei-ming 

 

Mr TSOI, Police Sergeant, is awarded the Hong Kong Police Medal for 

Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted service in 

the Hong Kong Police Force for over 39 years. 

 

Miss CHENG Chi-man, Catherine 

 

Miss CHENG, Chief Superintendent of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Police Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of her exemplary and 

devoted service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 32 years. 
 

Mr CHENG Chi-fai 

 

Mr CHENG, former Police Station Sergeant, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Police Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and 

devoted service in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 36 years. 

 

Ms TSE Fung-lai 

 

Ms TSE, Chief Inspector of Police, is awarded the Hong Kong Police Medal 

for Meritorious Service in recognition of her exemplary and devoted service 

in the Hong Kong Police Force for over 35 years. 

 

Mr HO Shu-cheong 

 

Mr HO, former Principal Ambulanceman, is awarded the Hong Kong Fire 

Services Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and 

devoted service in the Fire Services Department for over 34 years. 
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Mr LEUNG Wing-ki 

 

Mr LEUNG, former Principal Fireman, is awarded the Hong Kong Fire 

Services Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and 

devoted service in the Fire Services Department for over 34 years. 

 

Mr LO Chun-kam 

 

Mr LO, former Principal Fireman, is awarded the Hong Kong Fire Services 

Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted 

service in the Fire Services Department for over 36 years. 

 

Mr WONG Chi-man 

 

Mr WONG, Senior Divisional Officer, is awarded the Hong Kong Fire 

Services Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and 

devoted service in the Fire Services Department for over 30 years. 

 

Mr WONG Kwok-shing 

 

Mr WONG, former Principal Fireman, is awarded the Hong Kong Fire 

Services Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and 

devoted service in the Fire Services Department for over 36 years. 

 

Mr LIU Kwok-hong, Louis 

 

Mr LIU, former Principal Fireman, is awarded the Hong Kong Fire Services 

Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted 

service in the Fire Services Department for over 35 years. 

 

Mr AU YEUNG Hong 

 

Mr AU YEUNG, former Senior Divisional Officer, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Fire Services Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary 

and devoted service in the Fire Services Department for over 27 years. 
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Mr LO Kit-hung, Eric 

 

Mr LO, former Senior Divisional Officer, is awarded the Hong Kong Fire 

Services Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and 

devoted service in the Fire Services Department for over 31 years. 

 

Mr LEE Wing-yin 

 

Mr LEE, former Chief Immigration Assistant, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Immigration Service Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his 

exemplary and devoted service in the Immigration Department for over 35 

years. 

 

Mr LAM Hing-cheung, Alan 

 

Mr LAM, Chief Immigration Officer, is awarded the Hong Kong Immigration 

Service Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and 

devoted service in the Immigration Department for over 34 years. 

 

Mr LAI Wai-sang, Wilson 

 

Mr LAI, Acting Chief Immigration Officer, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Immigration Service Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his 

exemplary and devoted service in the Immigration Department for over 33 

years. 

 

Ms SIU Yuk-lun 

 

Ms SIU, former Chief Immigration Officer, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Immigration Service Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of her 

exemplary and devoted service in the Immigration Department for over 34 

years. 

 

Ms SIU Hoi-fan 

 

Ms SIU, former Chief Immigration Officer, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Immigration Service Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of her 

exemplary and devoted service in the Immigration Department for over 33 

years.  
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Mr LEE Man-lok 

 

Mr LEE, former Superintendent of Customs and Excise, is awarded the Hong 

Kong Customs and Excise Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his 

exemplary and devoted service in the Customs and Excise Department for 

over 28 years. 

 

Ms HUI Shui-fong, Wendy 

 

Ms HUI, former Chief Customs Officer, is awarded the Hong Kong Customs 

and Excise Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of her exemplary and 

devoted service in the Customs and Excise Department for over 34 years. 

 

Mr FUNG Chi-pui 

 

Mr FUNG, former Senior Superintendent of Customs and Excise, is awarded 

the Hong Kong Customs and Excise Medal for Meritorious Service in 

recognition of his exemplary and devoted service in the Customs and Excise 

Department for over 33 years. 

 

Mr WONG Jug-tung 

 

Mr WONG, former Senior Superintendent of Customs and Excise, is awarded 

the Hong Kong Customs and Excise Medal for Meritorious Service in 

recognition of his exemplary and devoted service in the Customs and Excise 

Department for over 33 years. 

 

Ms TAM Pik-ling 

 

Ms TAM, former Senior Superintendent of Customs and Excise, is awarded 

the Hong Kong Customs and Excise Medal for Meritorious Service in 

recognition of her exemplary and devoted service in the Customs and Excise 

Department for over 30 years. 

 

Mr LO Chi-keung 

 

Mr LO, Chief Officer, is awarded the Hong Kong Correctional Services Medal 

for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted service 

in the Correctional Services Department for over 34 years. 
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Mr LEE Fook-lun 

 

Mr LEE, Assistant Officer I, is awarded the Hong Kong Correctional Services 

Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and devoted 

service in the Correctional Services Department for over 34 years. 

 

Ms CHUNG Lai-fong, Janice 

 

Ms CHUNG, Officer of Correctional Services, is awarded the Hong Kong 

Correctional Services Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of her 

exemplary and devoted service in the Correctional Services Department for 

over 34 years. 

 

Mr TAM Hok-ping, Nelson 

 

Mr TAM, former Assistant Officer I, is awarded the Hong Kong Correctional 

Services Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his exemplary and 

devoted service in the Correctional Services Department for over 34 years. 

 

Mr TSUI Chong-shek 

 

Mr TSUI, former Commission Against Corruption Officer (Upper), is 

awarded the Hong Kong ICAC Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition 

of his exemplary and devoted service in the ICAC for over 25 years. 

 

Dr KWOK Hon-man, Sammy 

 

Dr KWOK, former Senior Commission Against Corruption Officer, is 

awarded the Hong Kong ICAC Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition 

of his exemplary and devoted service in the ICAC for over 33 years. 
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Medal of Honour (MH) 
 

 

Ms CHING Chi-hung, JP 

 

Ms CHING is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

community service in Tuen Mun District, particularly in promoting youth 

development. 
 

Ms LIN Kit-yee, Anna, JP 

 

Ms LIN is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

contributions to community service, particularly to the logistics and supply 

chain industry. 
 

Ms LAU Sze-wan, Serena, JP 

 

Ms LAU is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

community service, particularly in housing policies and initiatives. 
 

Professor YIM Chi-ming, Eric, JP 

 

Professor YIM is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

service to the community, particularly his contributions to the promotion of 

innovation and technology in Hong Kong. 
 

Mr CHAN Chi-wing 

 

Mr CHAN is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions to community service, particularly his contributions to 

enhancing social security services. 
 

Ms LEUNG Kar-ming 

 

Ms LEUNG is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

community service in Kwai Tsing District, particularly her contributions to 

crime prevention. 
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Mr TANG Che-keung 

 

Mr TANG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Yuen Long District, particularly his contributions to 

community building. 
 

Mr NG Hoi-shan, Aaron 

 

Mr NG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Kowloon City District, particularly his contributions to 

promoting fire safety, crime prevention and promoting civic awareness. 
 

Mr CHU Tak-wing, Gary 

 

Mr CHU is awarded MH in recognition of his active participation in various 

welfare-related projects for the elderly, persons with disabilities and 

underprivileged groups. 
 

Mr NG Wai-sing 

 

Mr NG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Sai Kung District, particularly his contributions to 

promoting ecological security. 
 

Mr MO Ka-hung, Joseph 

 

Mr MO is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Tai Po District, particularly his contributions in 

improving rural infrastructure and facilities, as well as fostering sports 

development. 
 

Mr LEE Shu-fan, Frank 

 

Mr LEE is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Wan Chai District, particularly in promoting fire safety 

and community building. 
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Mr LAM Sum-lim 

 

Mr LAM is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Eastern District, particularly his contributions to the 

management of district facilities. 
 

Mr LAM Fook-chuen 

 

Mr LAM is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service, particularly in the hawker and market trade industry. 
 

Ms Shalini MAHTANI 

 

Ms MAHTANI is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

contributions to promoting children’s well-being and development, 

specifically on the interests of ethnic minority children and their special 

educational needs. 
 

Mr CHEUNG Ki-tang  

 

Mr CHEUNG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Kwun Tong District, particularly his contributions to 

youth development. 
 

Mr CHAN Manwell, Leo 

 

Mr CHAN is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Tuen Mun District, particularly his contributions to the 

promotion of fire safety and youth development. 
 

Mr CHAN Pui-tim 

 

Mr CHAN is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Tai Po District, particularly his contributions to 

promoting fire safety, crime prevention and charity work. 
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Ms WONG Siu-yuk 

 

Ms WONG is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

service to the community, particularly her contributions to supporting the 

elderly and the disadvantaged. 
 

Dr LOUIE Hung-tak, Lobo 

 

Dr LOUIE is awarded MH in recognition of his contributions to the 

development of sports in Hong Kong, particularly in sports education and 

sports science. 
 

Dr LIU Kam-hing, Bobby 

 

Dr LIU is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Eastern District, particularly in crime prevention, youth 

development as well as the promotion of sports and culture. 
 

Mr LAI Wing-chun 

 

Mr LAI is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Kwun Tong District, particularly in the fields of 

education and youth affairs. 
 

Mr TSE Chun-man 

 

Mr TSE is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Eastern District, particularly his contributions to the 

promotion of fire safety. 
 

Dr LAU Kam-lun, Edmond 

 

Dr LAU is awarded MH in recognition of his outstanding and dedicated 

service in the Hong Kong Police Force.  He retired as a Senior Clinical 

Psychologist after serving for over 30 years in the Government. 
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Mr BAR Chun-chow 

 

Mr BAR is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions to community service, particularly his contributions to youth 

development and crime prevention. 
 

Mr FONG Chun-man 

 

Mr FONG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Sha Tin District, particularly his contributions to youth 

development and the promotion of culture. 
 

Ms WONG Sok-man, Diana 

 

Ms WONG is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

service to the community, particularly her contributions to the protection of 

intellectual property. 

 

Mr YAU Yiu-shing, Anthony 

 

Mr YAU is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions to the promotion of employees’ rights and benefits in the 

import/export, wholesale and retail industries. 
 

Mr NG Hoi-shing, Danny 

 

Mr NG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Wan Chai District, particularly his contributions to 

community building and youth development. 
 

Mr HO Wing-cheong 

 

Mr HO is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions to community service, particularly in serving the youth and 

underprivileged students.  
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Ms YU Ho-wun, Grace 

 

Ms YU is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

community service in Sham Shui Po District, particularly in promoting youth 

development. 
 

Professor NG Tai-kai 

 

Professor NG is awarded MH in recognition of his contributions to the 

development of STEAM education and gifted education in Hong Kong. 
 

Ms NG Shuk-fong, Betty 

 

Ms NG is awarded MH in recognition of her outstanding and dedicated service 

in the Labour Officer grade.  She retired as a Chief Labour Officer after 

serving for over 33 years in the Government. 
 

Mr NG Fan-kam 

 

Mr NG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service to the elderly and grassroots in Kowloon City District and 

his contributions to the improvement of environmental hygiene. 
 

Dr LEE Tsz-leung 

 

Dr LEE is awarded MH in recognition of his contributions to promoting the 

development of paediatric subspeciality service. 
 

Mr LEE Kin, Arthur 

 

Mr LEE is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service, particularly in the accounting profession. 
 

Mr LEE Kwong-yu 

 

Mr LEE is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions to community service, particularly his contributions in labour 

affairs. 
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Ms TO Chor-yan 

 

Ms TO is awarded MH in recognition of her outstanding and dedicated service 

in the Secretarial grade.  She retired as a Personal Assistant after serving for 

over 41 years in the Government. 
 

Mr SHUM Jiu-sang, Jason 

 

Mr SHUM is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions to the development of the travel industry. 
 

Mr LAM Kin-wing, Eddie 

 

Mr LAM is awarded MH in recognition of his contributions to the 

construction industry, particularly in enhancing manpower planning and 

training of the industry. 
 

Ms LAM Kwan 

 

Ms LAM is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

community service in Yuen Long District, particularly her contributions to the 

development of Pok Oi Hospital. 
 

Professor LAM Hon-ming 

 

Professor LAM is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service, particularly his contributions to the sustainable 

development of agriculture in Hong Kong. 
 

Ms JIN Ling 

 

Ms JIN is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

contributions to the promotion of women’s rights. 
 

Mr YAO Xinguang 

 

Mr YAO is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions to community service and charity work. 
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Mr OR Sun-pui 

 

Mr OR is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service and charity work. 
 

Ms KAI Yim-lee 

 

Ms KAI is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

community service in Wong Tai Sin District, particularly her contributions to 

community building and the promotion of fire safety. 
 

Mr CHUK Hing-toi 

 

Mr CHUK is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Sha Tin District, particularly his contributions to 

promoting building management and crime prevention. 
 

Ms SHEN Shuk-ching, Susanna 

 

Ms SHEN is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

contributions to community service, particularly her contributions to road 

safety and traffic management initiatives. 
 

Mr MA Kwong-cho 

 

Mr MA is awarded MH in recognition of his outstanding and dedicated service 

in the Customs and Excise Department.  He is now a Principal Trade Controls 

Officer and has served in the Government for over 38 years. 
 

Mr CHEUNG Yiu-tong, Sunny 

 

Mr CHEUNG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions to community service, particularly his contributions in 

corruption prevention. 
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Mr LEUNG Kee-cheong 

 

Mr LEUNG is awarded MH in recognition of his contributions to the 

education sector, particularly in providing quality education to students from 

low-income families. 

 

Mrs LEE-MÜLLER Yuk-har, Monica 

 

Mrs LEE-MÜLLER is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and 

valuable contributions to promoting the development of the convention and 

exhibition industry in Hong Kong.   
 

Mr HUI Chun-lung 

 

Mr HUI is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Islands District, particularly in enhancing the 

recognition of national identity of the youth. 
 

Mr LIN Ho-man 

 

Mr LIN is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions to charity work and youth development. 
 

Mr KWOK Chun-sing 

 

Mr KWOK is awarded MH in recognition of his contributions to promoting 

resource recycling and the sustainable development of recycling industry in 

Hong Kong. 
 

Mr CHAN Wing-kin 

 

Mr CHAN is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions to community service, particularly his contributions to anti-drug 

work and crime prevention. 
 

Mr CHAN Wan-pan 

 

Mr CHAN is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service and charity work. 
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Mr CHAN Kam-hung 

 

Mr CHAN is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service and charity work. 
 

Mr CHEN Jing-wei 

 

Mr CHEN is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Southern District, particularly his contributions to 

promoting social inclusion. 

 

Dr CHAN Chan-piu 

 

Dr CHAN is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Kwun Tong District, particularly his contributions to 

charity work and the promotion of fire safety. 
 

Mr CHAN Yiu-kwong, Charles 

 

Mr CHAN is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions to community service as well as the promotion of employees’ 

rights and benefits. 
 

Mr MAK Pui-tung, Kevin 

 

Mr MAK is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions to promoting employees’ rights and benefits. 
 

Mr PANG Kam-wing 

 

Mr PANG is awarded MH in recognition of his outstanding and dedicated 

service in the Clerical Officer grade.  He retired as a Senior Clerical Officer 

after serving for over 43 years in the Government. 

 

Dr WONG Shing-yick, Francis 

 

Dr WONG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions in religious affairs and charity work. 
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Mr WONG Chi-yeung 

 

Mr WONG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Wong Tai Sin District, particularly his contributions to 

improving environmental hygiene of the district. 
 

Mr WONG Kin-san 

 

Mr WONG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Yau Tsim Mong District, particularly his contributions 

to improving the public facilities and environmental hygiene of the district. 
 

Miss WONG Ying-ying 

 

Miss WONG is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

community service in Wan Chai District, particularly her contributions to 

charity work and the promotion of environmental conservation. 
 

Ms WONG Wai-man, Rosana 

 

Ms WONG is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

contributions to the development of innovation and technology. 
 

Dr YEUNG Tze-kiu, Samuel 

 

Dr YEUNG is awarded MH in recognition of his outstanding and dedicated 

service in the Food and Environmental Hygiene Department.  He is now a 

Principal Medical and Health Officer and has served in the Government for 

over 27 years. 
 

Mr YANG Lijun 

 

Mr YANG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service and volunteer service. 
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Dr YEUNG Chung-kit, Jack 

 

Dr YEUNG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions to community service, particularly in the innovation and 

technology sector. 

 

Mr YANG Yun-tao 

 

Mr YANG is awarded MH in recognition of his contributions to the 

development of the dance sector, particularly in the promotion of Chinese 

dance in Hong Kong. 

 

Dr IP Kung-ching, Paul 

 

Dr IP is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable community 

service in Tsuen Wan District, particularly his contributions to the 

development of Yan Chai Hospital. 
 

Mr IP Moon-tong 

 

Mr IP is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable community 

service in North District, particularly his contributions in religious affairs and 

education. 
 

Mr YIP Hing-ning, Freddy 

 

Mr YIP is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable service 

to the community, particularly his contributions to promoting inbound and 

outbound tourism. 
 

Ms LIU Ling-ling, Samantha 

 

Ms LIU is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

community service in Kowloon City District and Kwun Tong District, 

particularly her contributions to youth development. 
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Mr HUNG Wan-shun, Stephen 

 

Mr HUNG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

contributions to community service, particularly in the field of broadcasting 

and telecommunications. 
 

Ms LAU Sze-mui, Magil 

 

Ms LAU is awarded MH in recognition of her outstanding and dedicated 

service in the Clerical Officer grade.  She is now a Senior Clerical Officer and 

has served in the Government for over 41 years. 

 

Dr LAU Kevin Chung-hang 

 

Dr LAU is awarded MH in recognition of his contributions to the promotion 

of the well-being and interests of women and the longer-term development of 

children from disadvantaged background. 
 

Mr LAU Wai-kwong, Billy 

 

Mr LAU is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service as well as contributions to the development of jewellery 

industry in Hong Kong. 
 

Mr POON Wai-yin, Paul 

 

Mr POON is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable service 

to the community, particularly his contributions to the development of the 

higher education sector in Hong Kong 

 

Mr POON King-wo, Alex 

 

Mr POON is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in Yau Tsim Mong District, particularly his contributions 

to the promotion of fire safety and the improvement of environmental hygiene. 
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Mr POON Lock-kee, Rocky 

 

Mr POON is awarded MH in recognition of his contributions to the 

construction industry, particularly in the promotion of construction industry 

in the Greater Bay Area. 
 

Mr TSOI Kwong-shi 

 

Mr TSOI is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service in North District, particularly his contributions to youth 

development and charity work. 
 

Ms CHIANG Sui-fook, Lilian 

 

Ms CHIANG is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

community service, particularly in the development of the higher education 

sector in Hong Kong. 
 

Mr ZHENG Wei 

 

Mr ZHENG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

service to the community, particularly his contributions to charity work. 
 

Dr CHENG Wai-yin 

 

Dr CHENG is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

community service in Tuen Mun District, particularly her contributions to the 

development of Yan Oi Tong. 

 

Mr CHENG Wan-wai 

 

Mr CHENG is awarded MH in recognition of his dedicated and valuable 

community service, particularly in promoting youth development. 
 

Professor CHUNG Kwok-fai 

 

Professor CHUNG is awarded MH in recognition of his contributions to the 

technological development in engineering research of steel construction 

technology. 
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Ms CHUNG Ching-may 

 

Ms CHUNG is awarded MH in recognition of her dedicated and valuable 

community service in Sham Shui Po District, particularly her contributions to 

youth development and crime prevention. 
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Chief Executive’s Commendation for Community Service 
 

 

Mr NG Man-kit 

 

Mr NG is commended in recognition of his community service in Islands 

District, particularly his contributions to improving the well-being of the 

community in Cheung Chau. 
 

Dr LAM Kong-kwan 

 

Dr LAM is commended in recognition of his community service in Sha Tin 

District, particularly his contribution to the promotion of fire safety as well as 

arts and culture. 
 

Mr MAN Kwai-lin 

 

Mr MAN is commended in recognition of his community service in rural areas 

of Tai Po District. 
 

Mr FONG Iek-leong 

 

Mr FONG is commended in recognition of his community service in North 

District, particularly his contributions to promoting civic education and fire 

safety. 
 

Mr FONG Wing-wah 

 

Mr FONG is commended in recognition of his contributions to labour affairs. 
 

Mr FONG Wai-kuk, Dennis  

 

Mr FONG is commended in recognition of his community service, 

particularly his contributions to the improvement of social services in Hong 

Kong. 
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Ms WONG Shuk-fan, Luparker 

 

Ms WONG is commended in recognition of her community service in Tsuen 

Wan District, particularly her contributions to education and community 

building. 

 

Mr WONG Yun-keung, Simon 

 

Mr WONG is commended in recognition of his contributions to improving 

the environmental hygiene in Sheung Shui area. 
 

Mr KONG King-san 

 

Mr KONG is commended in recognition of his community service in Wong 

Tai Sin District, particularly in the promotion of fire safety. 
 

Mr HO Wing-keung 

 

Mr HO is commended in recognition of his contributions in enhancing the 

recognition of national identity of the youth. 
 

Ms NG Yuk-lan 

 

Ms NG is commended in recognition of her bravery and selflessness to save 

a person in danger of life by donating her bone marrow. 

 

Mr NG Shing-hoi, Dick 

 

Mr NG is commended in recognition of his community service in Southern 

District, particularly his contributions to improving district environment. 
 

Mr NG Yung-fai 

 

Mr NG is commended in recognition of his community service in Yuen Long 

District, particularly his contributions to youth development, promoting civic 

education and crime prevention. 
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Mr NG Ka-yue 

 

Mr NG is commended in recognition of his selfless acts to provide first aid to 

the victim in the Plaza Hollywood incident on 2 June 2023, despite the suspect 

was still at the scene. 

 

Mr LUI Hon-fai 

 

Mr LUI is commended in recognition of his community service in Wan Chai 

District, particularly his contributions to crime prevention and youth 

development. 
 

Ms LEE Tan 

 

Ms LEE is commended in recognition of her community service and 

contributions to providing care and support to grassroots families. 
 

Mr LEE Tung-kong 

 

Mr LEE is commended in recognition of his community service in Wong Tai 

Sin District, particularly his contributions to crime prevention. 
 

Dr LEE So-lun 

 

Dr LEE is commended in recognition of her contributions to different 

programmes for children with special needs. 
 

Mr LEE Kwok-chiu 

 

Mr LEE is commended in recognition of his contributions to the education 

sector, particularly in promoting integrated education among primary schools. 
 

Ms LEE Shuk-wai, Anthea 

 

Ms LEE is commended in recognition of her community service, particularly 

her contributions to offenders’ rehabilitation. 
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Mr LEE King-wai 

 

Mr LEE is commended in recognition of his contributions to labour affairs. 
 

Mr LEE Chiu-yu 

 

Mr LEE is commended in recognition of his community service in Kowloon 

City District. 
 

Ms LI Ka-yan 

 

Ms LI is commended in recognition of her community service in Sai Kung 

District, particularly her contributions to youth development and promoting 

civic education. 
 

Miss LI Ka-ying 

 

Miss LI is commended in recognition of her community service in Southern 

District, particularly her contributions to youth development and crime 

prevention. 
 

Mr SIN Nga-yan, Benedict 

 

Mr SIN is commended in recognition of his community service in Kowloon 

City District, particularly his contributions to the promotion of fire safety and 

youth development. 
 

Dr CHAO Vai-kiong, David 

 

Dr CHAO is commended in recognition of his community service in Kwun 

Tong District, particularly his contributions to promoting healthcare 

awareness in the community. 
 

Ms LAM Chun-lai 

 

Ms LAM is commended in recognition of her community service, particularly 

her contributions to the service of the Auxiliary Medical Service. 
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Ms HUNG Yin-ping 

 

Ms HUNG in recognition of her community service, particularly her 

contributions to women’s affairs. 

 

Mr WOO Cheuk-ho 

 

Mr WOO is commended in recognition of his selfless acts to provide first aid 

to the victim in the Plaza Hollywood incident on 2 June 2023, despite the 

suspect was still at the scene. 
 

Mr WU Yiu-fung 

 

Mr WU is commended in recognition of his contributions to promoting 

employees’ rights and benefits. 
 

Professor NGAI Sek-yum, Steven 

 

Professor NGAI is commended in recognition of his contributions to a number 

of Government boards and committees, particularly the School Allocation 

Committee. 
 

Mr AU Kai-ming, Francis 

 

Mr AU is commended in recognition of his contributions to the construction 

industry. 

 

Mr CHIK Wai-on, Edward 

 

Mr CHIK is commended in recognition of his contributions to the promotion 

and development of the sport of windsurfing in Hong Kong 

 

Ms CHIK Po-ying, Annie 
 

Ms CHIK is commended in recognition of her community service. 
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Mr LEUNG Chung-yin, Kenneth 
 

Mr LEUNG is commended in recognition of his contributions to the 

improvement of social policies. 
 

Mr LEUNG Ping-hung 

 

Mr LEUNG is commended in recognition of his community service to serve 

the grassroots families and the elderly. 

 

Mr LEUNG, William Fai-hung 

 

Mr LEUNG is commended in recognition of his community service. 
 

Ms LEUNG Lai-kam 

 

Ms LEUNG is commended in recognition of her community service in Sham 

Shui Po District, particularly her contributions to community building and 

youth development. 
 

Mr CHONG Wing-tak 
 

Mr CHONG is commended in recognition of his contributions to promoting 

employees’ rights and benefits. 
 

Ms HUI Pui-ting 
 

Ms HUI is commended in recognition of her community service, particularly 

her contributions to labour affairs. 

 

Ms CHAN Sao-iam 

 

Ms CHAN is commended in recognition of her contributions to labour affairs. 
 

Ms CHAN Ming-kei, Rebecca 

 

Ms CHAN is commended in recognition of her contributions to the education 

sector, particularly in promoting integrated education among secondary 

schools. 
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Mr CHAN Chun-fai 

 

Mr CHAN is commended in recognition of his contributions to the promotion 

and development of karatedo sports in Hong Kong. 
 

Ms CHAN Hung-kam 

 

Ms CHAN is commended in recognition of her community service to perform 

Cantonese opera on a voluntary basis for the elderly and underprivileged 

groups. 

 

Mr CHAN Hoi-kit 

 

Mr CHAN is commended in recognition of his selfless acts to provide first aid 

to the victims in the Plaza Hollywood incident on 2 June 2023, despite the 

suspect was still at the scene.  
 

Ms CHAN Shun-shun 

 

Ms CHAN is commended in recognition of her community service in Tsuen 

Wan District, particularly her contributions to community building. 
 

Ms CHAN Wai-yi, Karen 

 

Ms CHAN is commended in recognition of her community service in Wan 

Chai District, particularly her contributions to youth development. 

 

Professor CHAN Che-hin, Chetwyn 

 

Professor CHAN is commended in recognition of his contributions to a 

number of Government boards and committees, particularly the School 

Allocation Committee. 

 

Ms MAK Hoi-shan 

 

Ms MAK is commended in recognition of her community service, particularly 

her contributions to youth development. 
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Mr PANG Siu-kei 

 

Mr PANG is commended in recognition of his community service in Southern 

District, particularly his contributions to the promotion of fire safety and 

crime prevention. 
 

Ms CHIK Kit-ling, Elaine 
 

Ms CHIK is commended in recognition of her community service in Eastern 

District. 

 

Mr WAN Kam-tai 

 

Mr WAN is commended in recognition of his community service in Sha Tin 

District, particularly his contributions to promoting national education. 
 

Ms WONG Yuk-sim 

 

Ms WONG is commended in recognition of her community service in Sha Tin 

District as well as her participation in voluntary work. 
 

Mr WONG Ting-hong 

 

Mr WONG is commended in recognition of his community service in Kwai 

Tsing District, particularly his contributions to crime prevention and youth 

development. 
 

Ms WONG Mei-fung 

 

Ms WONG is commended in recognition of her community service in Islands 

District, particularly her contributions to promoting youth initiatives among 

ethnic minority residents and the welfare of the disadvantaged. 

 

Ms YEUNG Oi-chun 

 

Ms YEUNG is commended in recognition of her community service in Wong 

Tai Sin District, particularly her contributions to women’s affairs. 
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Ms IP Yeng-kwen 

 

Ms IP is commended in recognition of her contributions to the promotion of 

traditional Chinese religion and culture. 
 

Ms CHIU Wai-han, Jenny 

 

Ms CHIU is commended in recognition of her contributions to serving the 

youth and promoting the corporate social responsibility of her company. 
 

Mr LAU Yu-bun 

 

Mr LAU is commended in recognition of his community service in Eastern 

District, particularly his contributions to the promotion of fire safety and 

youth development. 
 

Ms LAU Kam-fung 

 

Ms LAU is commended in recognition of her contributions to promoting the 

sustainable development of fisheries industry. 
 

Mr LAU Chun-hoi 

 

Mr LAU is commended in recognition of his community service in North 

District, particularly his contribution to improving district environment. 

 

Mr POON Chun-yin 

 

Mr POON is commended in recognition of his community service in Sai Kung 

District, particularly his contributions to promoting civic education and crime 

prevention. 

 

Mr TSOI Chung-kin 

 

Mr TSOI is commended in recognition of his community service, particularly 

his contributions to labour affairs. 
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Mr TANG Chi-kwong 

 

Mr TANG is commended in recognition of his community service in Yuen 

Long District, particularly his contributions to improving the rural 

environment and the promotion of fire safety. 
 

Ms CHENG Yuk-chun, Gillian 

 

Ms CHENG is commended in recognition of her active participation in 

Government advisory committees, particularly her contributions to the 

Rehabilitation Advisory Committee. 

 

Mr CHENG Chi-wai 

 

Mr CHENG is commended in recognition of his community service, 

particularly his contributions to the service of the Auxiliary Medical Service. 
 

Mr LAI Wai-kuen 

 

Mr LAI is commended in recognition of his community service in Central and 

Western District, particularly his contributions to promoting building 

management. 
 

Mr TSE Wang-yu 

 

Mr TSE is commended in recognition of his contributions to promoting 

vocational training and on-the-job training for employees. 
 

Mr CHUNG Kin-fung 

 

Mr CHUNG is commended in recognition of his community service in Tuen 

Mun District, particularly his contributions to crime prevention. 
 

Mr LAM Ka-tat, Chris 

 

Mr LAM is commended in recognition of his participation in youth 

development work. 
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Mr TAM Wai-man, Garrie 

 

Mr TAM is commended in recognition of his community service in Sham Shui 

Po District and his contributions to organising elderly care activities. 
 

Mr TAM Yun-wah, Jacob 

 

Mr TAM is commended in recognition of his community service in Yau Tsim 

Mong District, particularly his contributions to improving district 

environment. 

 

Miss KWAN Po-yan 

 

Miss KWAN is commended in recognition of her selfless acts to provide first 

aid to the victim in the Plaza Hollywood incident on 2 June 2023, despite the 

suspect was still at the scene. 
 

Mr SO Wing-tung, Steve 

 

Mr SO is commended in recognition of his community service in Sai Kung 

District, particularly his contributions to serving people with disabilities and 

improving on barrier-free facilities. 
 

Mr SO Kai-kwok, Kenneth 

 

Mr SO is commended in recognition of his community service in Central and 

Western District, particularly his contributions in the revitalisation of 

traditional industry and community building. 
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Chief Executive’s Commendation for  

Government/Public Service 
 

 

Captain CHAN Ka-to, GDSM, MBB 

 

Captain CHAN, Senior Training Captain, is commended in recognition of his 

outstanding performance in the Government Flying Service. 
 

Captain LEUNG Man-chiu, Eric, MBB 

 

Captain LEUNG, Senior Pilot, is commended in recognition of his 

outstanding performance in the Government Flying Service. 
 

Mr WONG Yiu-ming, Shylock, PMSM 

 

Mr WONG, Assistant Director (Projects), is commended in recognition of his 

outstanding performance in the Security Bureau. 

 

Mr CHU Kei-ming, Barry 

 

Mr CHU, Government Electrical and Mechanical Engineer, is commended in 

recognition of his outstanding performance in the Electrical and Mechanical 

Services Department. 
 

Mr YU Chi-yin 

 

Mr YU, Headmaster I, is commended in recognition of his outstanding 

performance in the Education Bureau. 
 

Ir LEE Kwun-chung 

 

Ir LEE, Chief Engineer, is commended in recognition of his outstanding 

performance in the Civil Engineering and Development Department. 
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Mr LI Pui-leung, Nathaniel 

 

Mr LI, former Chief Labour Inspector, is commended in recognition of his 

outstanding performance in the Labour Department. 

 

Mr LI Ka-wai, Kelvin 

 

Mr LI, Senior Information Officer, is commended in recognition of his 

outstanding performance in the Chief Executive’s Office. 
 

Mr CHOW Wai-tak, Sonny 

 

Mr CHOW, former Chief Security Officer of the Legislative Council 

Secretariat, is commended in recognition of his outstanding performance 

during his tenure. 
 

Mr HUNG Ngan 

 

Mr HUNG, Senior Superintendent of Police, is commended in recognition of 

his outstanding performance in the Hong Kong Police Force. 
 

Ms HUNG Lai-man 

 

Ms HUNG, Senior Operations and Training Officer, is commended in 

recognition of her outstanding performance in the Civil Aid Service 

(Department). 
 

Miss YUEN Wai-yan, Vivian 

 

Miss YUEN, Pilot II, is commended in recognition of her outstanding 

performance in the Government Flying Service. 

 

Captain CHEUNG Wing-kin 

 

Captain CHEUNG, Pilot I, is commended in recognition of his outstanding 

performance in the Government Flying Service. 
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Miss LEUNG Shu-yan 

 

Miss LEUNG, Superintendent of Environmental Health, is commended in 

recognition of her outstanding performance in the Food and Environmental 

Hygiene Department. 
 

Ms LEUNG Sui-chu, Phoebe 

 

Ms LEUNG, former Senior Clerical Officer, is commended in recognition of 

her outstanding performance in the Labour Department. 

 

Miss CHAN Yau-fung, Maggie 

 

Miss CHAN, Principal Hawker Control Officer, is commended in recognition 

of her outstanding performance in the Food and Environmental Hygiene 

Department. 
 

Mr CHAN Bak-hang, Raymond 

 

Mr CHAN, Chief Maintenance Surveyor, is commended in recognition of his 

outstanding performance in the Architectural Services Department. 
 

Ms CHAN Kwai-yee, Connie 

 

Ms CHAN, former Clerical Officer, is commended in recognition of her 

outstanding performance in the Housing Department. 
 

Mr CHAN Kwok-wai 

 

Mr CHAN, Chief Inspector of Police, is commended in recognition of his 

outstanding performance in the Hong Kong Police Force. 

 

Ir WONG Tat-tong, Victor 

 

Ir WONG, Electrical and Mechanical Engineer, is commended in recognition 

of his outstanding performance in the Electrical and Mechanical Services 

Department. 
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Ms YEUNG Chun-yee 

 

Ms YEUNG, Senior Superintendent of Police, is commended in recognition 

of her outstanding performance in the Hong Kong Police Force. 
 

Mr LAU Chi-keung 

 

Mr LAU, former Senior Superintendent of Environmental Health, is 

commended in recognition of his outstanding performance in the Food and 

Environmental Hygiene Department. 

 

Miss LAU Shuk-ping 

 

Miss LAU, Clerical Assistant, is commended in recognition of her outstanding 

performance in the Immigration Department. 
 

Ir PUN Siu-kit, Suki 

 

Ir PUN, Senior Engineer, is commended in recognition of her outstanding 

performance in the Drainage Services Department. 
 

Mr POON Ping-yeung 

 

Mr POON, Senior Superintendent of Environmental Health, is commended in 

recognition of his outstanding performance in the Food and Environmental 

Hygiene Department. 
 

Mr TANG Pak-kin 

 

Mr TANG, Divisional Officer, is commended in recognition of his outstanding 

performance in the Security Bureau. 
 

Ms LAI Sau-yan, Carol 

 

Ms LAI, Chief Health Inspector, is commended in recognition of her 

outstanding performance in the Food and Environmental Hygiene 

Department. 
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Ms KWONG Sau-lan, Candy 

 

Ms KWONG, Personal Secretary I, is commended in recognition of her 

outstanding performance in the Hong Kong Police Force. 
 

Mr Victor George PADDY 

 

Mr PADDY, English Language Writer, is commended in recognition of his 

outstanding performance in the Information Services Department. 

 

 

The following officers of the HKSAR search and rescue team deployed to 

Türkiye are hereby commended for their outstanding contributions – 

 

Dr FAN Yuen-man, Cecilia, JP 

Mr WAN Kin-wai, MBS 

Mr MAN Wai-kit 

Mr CHU Man-lung, Ernest 

Mr CHU Ka-ming 

Mr CHOW Tsun-kai 

Mr CHOU Wing-yin 

Mr KWOK Chi-kwan, Bradan 

Dr LAU Kin-sang, Kinson 

Mr SO Chi-on 

Mr YIU Men-yeung 

Mr MAN Ka-ping 

Mr FONG Kwok-wing 

Mr WONG Yu-ming 

Mr WONG Kin-hei 

Mr CHU Hoi-ho 

Mr CHU Ka-suen, Carlson 

Mr KONG Ka-ho 

Mr HO Yu-bong 

Mr NG Ting-pong 

Mr NG Ka-lok 

Mr NG Hoi-kit 

Mr NG Ka-lun 

Mr LEE Chun-kit 

Mr LEE Wing-kei 
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Mr LAM Heung-wing 

Mr YAU Chi-chung 

Mr HUNG Ka-leung 

Mr WU Tsun-ho 

Mr CHEUNG Cho-lock 

Mr LEUNG Chi-wang 

Mr LEUNG Chun-yin, Alex 

Mr LEUNG Kwai-sum 

Mr LEONG Kin-ho 

Mr HUI Ka-wo 

Mr KWOK Chin-fung 

Mr CHAN Chu-hong 

Mr CHAN Cho-kin 

Mr CHAN Chin-man 

Mr WONG Sze-lut, Sunny 

Mr WONG Ying-cheung 

Mr WONG Ka-wai 

Mr WONG Ho-chor 

Mr WONG Hoi-keung 

Mr WONG Kwok-lun, Gallant 

Mr WONG Tak-chi 

Mr YEUNG Keung-sang 

Mr YIP Kim-hung 

Mr LAU Man-faat 

Mr LAU Wai-hong 

Mr CHOI Sze-long 

Mr CHIANG Tin-long, Sunny 

Mr CHENG Ka-wai 

Mr LO Siu-fai, Henry 

Mr TAI Ho-yin 

Mr NGAI Wing-sum, Stephen 

Mr LAW Man-kit 

Mr TAM Ngo-man 

Mr SO Chun-pong 
 
 

 


